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Prior studies document racial disparities in involuntary commitment and

treatment on inpatient psychiatry units, especially among black

patients.1,2 Patients diagnosed with psychotic disorders are also more

likely to be involuntarily committed, and differences in the diagnosis of

psychotic illness among minorities may partially mediate these racial

disparities.3-5 There is a paucity of work that has attempted to

understand the underlying determinants of racial differences in

involuntary hospitalization. The 2021 Bias In Acute Services (BIAS)

project uses data collected prospectively over a six year period on all

admissions to a general inpatient psychiatric unit in a large general

hospital in Boston. This unit serves a socio-demographically diverse

patient population, and is thus well-suited to examine the determinants

of racial disparities in involuntary hospitalization. Our team hypothesized

that racial disparities in the diagnosis of psychotic disorders would

partially mediate disparities in involuntary treatment.
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• Racial disparities exist among a wide range of clinical and

demographic variables including for civil commitment variables

• Disparities are largest at admission, suggesting that they may be

reduced by interventions targeting early treatment.

• Adjusting for psychosis decreases the magnitude of observed

disparities suggesting it plays a confounding or mediating role.

• Further work will examine additional determinants of racial disparities

to target specific subgroups that are most likely to experience

involuntary hospitalization and treatment. The relationship between race

and the diagnosis of a psychotic disorder also merits further

investigation.

• Administrative staff used a standardized form to prospectively record

every admission to a 24 bed med-psych unit between 8/1/2012 and

12/31/2018 (5,832 total admissions; 4,489 initial admissions; 4,393

unique individuals with known race).

• Race was based on the patient’s self-identification at admission, and

diagnostic data was taken from physician notes. A patient was coded as

having a psychotic disorder regardless of suspected etiology (e.g.

primary thought disorder, affective, substance-induced, neuro medical).

• Legal status was recorded at admission and discharge. Patients with

any legal status other than conditional voluntary were considered

involuntary (e.g. three-day hold, filed for commitment but discharged

before hearing, court committed, patient three-day letter submitted).

• Statistical analyses were conducted in R and Microsoft Excel. Table

1 displays descriptive statistics.
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Unadjusted OR Adjusted for PsychosisTable 1. Descriptive Demographic and Clinic Variables by Race (N = 4393)

Table 2. Multivariate Logistic Regression, ORs Compared to White Patients*

*Backwards stepwise regression model (p≤0.1). Gender, care team, attending, and admission day of week did not meet inclusion threshold for any analysis.

Involuntary at Admission: race, insurance, primary diagnosis, presence of psychosis, presence of substance use, referral source. Involuntary at Discharge: race, housing, 

insurance, primary diagnosis, referral source, involuntary at admission. Filed: race, age, housing, primary diagnosis, presence of psychosis, presence of substance use. 

Figure 1: Legal Status Flowsheet
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Figure 2C: ORs for Conversion from Involuntary 

to Voluntary During Admission


